
and sea-floor maps, so its submarines could 
communicate, navigate and hide from and find 
the enemy. The Navy supplied the questions, 
but didn’t care what answers the oceanogra-
phers found; they were free to follow where the 
science led. Nevertheless, Oreskes argues, the 
mere fact of having a military mission affected 
scientists’ sense of autonomy, and resulted in 
them neglecting certain areas. 

One strong driver was dislike of military 
associations. At Scripps and Woods Hole, in 
the 1930s and 1960s, respectively, groups of 
scientists strenuously objected to their insti-
tutions’ directors relying on defence money. 
Their worries were mostly generic — whether 
Navy funding would open them to charges of 
having found what the service wanted them 
to find — and came down to arguments about 
the purity of curiosity-driven research versus 
the suspect nature of applied research. In nei-
ther situation did the scientists win. Scripps’s 
director eventually left; at Woods Hole, the 
concerned scientists did.

In another case, the science was delayed: 
in 1964, the Navy began funding the deep 
submersible Alvin as a salvage and listening 
system. Not until 1974, when the cash began 
running out and the US National Science 
Foundation and the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (both funders 
of curiosity-driven research) kicked in money, 
was Alvin freed to pursue the spectacular 
observations of deep-sea vents that led to 
understanding of extremophiles. 

Sound and fury
Oreskes’s most complex and lengthy case 
study began with the Navy’s need to under-
stand ocean circulation. Research at Woods 
Hole, particularly by Henry Stommel, led to 
the discovery of the thermo cline, the zone 
between the upper, warm ocean and the cold 
abyss, in which temperature drops and density 
and salinity rise, affecting how sound travels. 
Navy funding enabled Stommel to develop the 
thermohaline circulation model, a theory that 
changes in temperature, density and salinity 
drive circulation. The money also led Maurice 
Ewing and Joe Worzel to discover the sound 
channel, a sort of underwater acoustic high-
way along which sound travels faster — and 
related shadow zones, in which it hardly trav-
els at all. These features allow submarines to 
hide or communicate. The Navy’s needs and 
oceanographers’ curiosity coincided in a fun-
damental discovery about how oceans move.

But ocean acoustics had other implications, 
too. In these cases, some fields flourished 
while others starved. Sound travels more 
slowly in cold water than in warm, and in 1979, 
Walter Munk at Scripps and Carl Wunsch at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in Cam-
bridge realized that by measuring the speed of 
sound in the ocean, they were also measuring 
the ocean’s temperature. Given that oceans 

cover more than half of Earth, measurements 
of ocean acoustics and temperature would be 
an excellent indicator of global warming.

In 1993, the Navy began a programme to 
set off undersea bangs, time their arrival at a 
distant point, and infer the water temperature 
along the way. Unfortunately, the scientists 
involved publicly and professionally down-
played the possibility that explosive sounds 
could affect marine animals such as whales. 
The programme became a long-running politi-
cal, media and public-relations nightmare that 
was finally killed off a decade after it began. 

Science on a Mission is what you want in a his-
tory: interesting research, stories with context 
and multiple points of view, clearly and com-
pellingly written. But Oreskes’s case that the 
Navy’s mission affected the path of oceanogra-
phy feels oddly incomplete. As she says, proving 
it would require an impossible comparison of 
two paths: one driven by scientific curiosity and 
the other by Navy funding. She also conflates 
military-driven science with mission-driven sci-
ence. Is the reader meant to infer that the same 

scientific neglect or swerve applies to civilian 
missions, such as fighting climate change or 
developing a COVID-19 vaccine? 

If so, is that bad? Running through the 
book is an issue that Oreskes flags but doesn’t 
resolve: that many fields in many eras have 
assigned different values to different kinds 
of research. One value equates mission-driven 
research with applied research, and curios-
ity-driven with pure research — and deems 
applied research less noble, and pure research, 
more. Another is a stigma attached to working 
for the military. Sometimes these values might 
be extrapolated to the science itself, and mili-
tary, applied, mission-driven science is seen as 
less credible. I wonder if I am meant to distrust 
the oceanography done with Navy funding — a 
qualm that is inevitable, although maybe the 
subject of a different book entirely. 

Ann Finkbeiner is a freelance science writer in 
Baltimore, Maryland, and author of The Jasons. 
She blogs at www.lastwordonnothing.com. 
e-mail: anniekf@gmail.com

Research institutions are under increas-
ing pressure to make decisions faster, 
with fewer resources. The science of 
science can provide information on 
how to organize research effectively 

to meet societal needs.
The field uses quantitative tools to under-

stand the discovery system. It complements 
venerable disciplines such as the history, 
philosophy and sociology of science, and relies 
on century-old bibliometric techniques that 
exploit the traces left by publications, grants 
and patents. Findings can illuminate trends, 
reveal disparities and inform policies for 
hiring, funding, training and more. 

In their book The Science of Science, compu-
tational social scientist Dashun Wang and net-
work scientist Albert-László Barabási present an 
introduction to a burgeoning part of this activ-
ity. They frame it as a big-data approach, but it 
is perhaps better understood as applying the 
tools of network science to study science. Their 
primer fields interesting anecdotes, engaging 
call-out boxes and an accessible style. But its 
narrow view leads to worrying interpretations.

They describe the science of science as 

emerging, without engaging with its histori-
cal or interdisciplinary foundations. In fact, 
the titular term was used in the 1963 book 
Little Science, Big Science, in which science 
historian Derek de Solla Price advocated that 
the community “turn the tools of science on 
science itself” — and has been used in major 
scientometric publications since the 1970s. 

In the style of a management handbook, 
Wang and Barabási promise to help scientists 
to navigate their careers, arguing that the sci-
ence of science aims to maximize individuals’ 
odds of success. They suggest that their insights 
will help administrators to spot the people who 
will bring the greatest benefit to a department, 
and they encourage funding agencies to identify 
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those most likely to be high performing.
But the research community has moved 

from promoting indicators such as the jour-
nal impact factor and h-index to critiquing 
them. These measures often do more harm 
than good, creating what economists Margit 
Osterloh and Bruno Frey call a “taste for rank-
ings”, rather than a “taste for science”. They 
lead scholars to salami-slice — publish data in 
increments to glean as many papers as possi-
ble — or worse, to compete.

These concerns have been promoted 
through consensus statements such as the 
Leiden Manifesto and the Declaration on 
Research Assessment, which has been signed 
by thousands of institutions and more than 
17,000 individuals. The documents call on 
the community to end reliance on poorly con-
structed indicators that can reify structural 
biases such as racism, sexism and classism. 
Policymakers are implored to remember 
Goodhart’s law: when a measure becomes a 
target, it ceases to be a good measure. 

Not only do Wang and Barabási ignore 
this conversation — they seem to advocate 
the gamesmanship that the community has 
committed to dismantle. 

Matthew and Matilda
They open with a discussion of scientific 
careers, listing dozens of people. They name 
only a handful of women in the entire book: half 
in a paragraph about the English department at 
Duke University in Durham, North Carolina, and 
then brief references to Marie Curie, Cleopatra 
and the sociologist Dorothy Swaine Thomas. 

Sociologist Harriet Zuckerman is the sole 
woman acknowledged for her scientific 
work, in the section on collaboration. Her 

contributions to the concept of the Matthew 
effect — which describes the disproportionate 
rewards reaped by those in privileged posi-
tions — are neglected in favour of discussing 
her husband’s research on the subject. Also 
unmentioned is the Matilda effect. Coined by 
historian of science Margaret Rossiter, this 
term describes “the systematic undervalu-
ing of women’s contributions to science”. It 
is named after suffragist Matilda Gage, who 

described the phenomenon in 1870. 
The invisibility of women and people from 

other minoritized groups is not simply a 
matter of equity — it challenges the bases of the 
arguments in the book. Decades of empirical 
evidence from sociology and scientometrics 
show the strong influence of social and demo-
graphic factors on scientific performance. To 
ignore this is to enjoin administrators, funders 
and hiring committees to look to past success 
as a chief indicator of future success, without 
considering systemic barriers. 

Things improve when Wang and Barabási 
tackle the optimization of research teams. 
They contend that large teams develop 
science, whereas small ones disrupt it. They 
emphasize the productivity of “super-tie 
collaborators” — scholars who continuously 
co-author papers across time, which they 
suggest is a mechanism for success. They 
provide evidence that the best teams draw 

from a variety of ethnicities, institutions and 
nations — reinforcing (largely without citing) 
work from sociology and scientometrics.

They imply that research on scientific 
collaboration began in 2000. Yet Zuckerman’s 
1964 dissertation examined collaboration 
among Nobel laureates in the United States, 
and science historians Donald Beaver and 
Richard Rosen developed a comprehensive 
theory of collaboration in the first issue of 
Scientometrics in 1978. The empirical analyses 
that Wang and Barabási cite are drawn from 
between 2000 and 2005, before the rise of 
China as a scientific superpower, leading to 
anachronistic moments. 

Lifetime impact
The authors introduce several concepts of 
their own, including “ultimate impact”. They 
argue that the lifetime citations of a paper 
are a factor of perceptions of novelty and 
importance (fitness), how fast a work begins 
to be cited (immediacy) and for how long it is 
cited (longevity). They present a formula to 
predict the total number of citations a paper 
will acquire. They admit that this can lead to 
“the premature abortion of valuable ideas”. 

They then advocate the Q-factor, which 
seeks to define and predict scientific careers 
by quantifying an individual’s ability to turn 
an idea into a discovery with a given citation 
impact. This rests on the assumption that all 
scientists have access to the same resources, 
ignoring the massive disparities across coun-
tries and institutions. Wang and Barabási imply 
that highly productive scientists possess an 
inherent talent or ability, yet they assert that 
randomness is a key variable in “hot streaks” 
of output. Actionable and equitable science 
policy is unlikely to be built on ideas of either 
innate brilliance or unpredictability.

Promisingly, they close with a research 
agenda for investigating failures, acknowl-
edging that focusing on success overlooks this 
crucial aspect of research. Where do research 
functions such as synthesizing, replicating 
or curating sit in this binary classification, I 
wonder? Normal science, by definition, is the 
accumulation of findings from a broad labour 
force. The most productive and highly cited 
researchers stand on many shoulders. If the 
workforce is classified as either superstars or 
failures, cumulative scholarship is lost. 

Science does not happen in a vacuum. It is 
a social and intellectual institution, rooted in 
historical, economic and political contexts. 
Underplaying these elements has grave con-
sequences. Ultimately, Wang and Barabási 
deliver a dispatch from an era that assumed 
that science was a meritocracy – despite ample 
evidence to the contrary. 

Cassidy R. Sugimoto is a professor of 
informatics at Indiana University Bloomington. 
e-mail: sugimoto@indiana.edu

Art by Albert-László Barabási’s laboratory, on display at the Ludwig Museum in Budapest.

“ If the workforce is classified 
as either superstars or 
failures, cumulative 
scholarship is lost.”
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